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SENT to the flying city of
Columbia to rescue a girl,
hero Booker DeWitt finds
himself out of his depth.

SEGA BODEGA

WHO: Salvador Navarrete
WHERE: Glasgow
FOR FANS OF: Aphex
Twin, Orbital, Hudson
Mohawke
JIM SAYS: Blasting out his
brand of experimental
electronic dance music,
the 21-year-old is one of
the brightest prospects on
the scene.
There’s a sizeable buzz
about the Glasgow producer’s new EP — 34 comes
out next week with an
array of positive reviews
already in the can.
Taking his stage name
from a Notorious B.I.G line
from the track Think Big,
there’s a fair bit of confusion about Salvador Navarrete’s roots. He insists
there’s no deliberate ploy
to mask his identity.
He said: “There seems
to be a sort of mystery
already in the write-ups
about where it is I’m based
and from. I’ll get it straight
just now. I live in Glasgow.
I used to live in Barcelona.
“I grew up in Ireland but
moved here when I was
nine.”
He’s made a name for
himself remixing acts like
Lana Del Rey and Jakwob.
He added: “I’m really
careful as to who I remix
as I always strive to put
everything into it. It can
take up as much energy
and time as I put in my

Want more explanation? You’re
going to have to work for it.
First-person shooter BioShock
Infinite isn’t the kind of title to
unpack everything in an opening
cutscene. You will have no idea
what’s going on for at least the
first few hours.
But while that might sound confusing, you’ll quickly be gripped by
a plot that’s as deep and intriguing
as any a video game has ever had.
This is a game for adults, not
because of sex and violence, but
because it has a plot that doesn’t
shy away from issues such as
racism, religion and nationalism.

Gorgeous

Set in an alternative-history
version of early 20th Century
America, you find yourself in
a society tearing itself apart.
And you’re not allowed to
sit back and enjoy the
show because the plot
hangs on whether you
choose to do the right
thing, the wrong thing, or
something else altogether.
Columbia looks absolutely gorgeous, with a
colour
scheme
that
changes with the tone of
the story. Each area is
beautifully created, with
amazing detail.
But it’s the dialogue
that really stands out,
More
than
10,000
spoken lines flesh
out the plot to the
standards of a
Hollywo

LEGO HERO
4.5
FACTORY:
BRAIN ATTACK

Q Jim will be playing Sega Bodega on In:Demand Uncut this Sunday from 7pm on Clyde 1, Forth
One, Northsound 1, Radio Borders, Tay FM, West FM & West
Sound FM.
indemandscotland.co.uk

AND APPS

iOS (£1.49)

own songs. I often throw
out bootleg remixes when
I get a really good idea
about a track. Lana’s National Anthem was originally two different remixes.
“I liked both so I just
mashed them together.”
Sega Bodega’s been
compared to fellow Glasgow artists Rustie and Hudson Mohawke. He said:
“Every other day I’ll hear a
track on some blog that I
think sounds like Rustie or
Hudmo, to the point where
it just sounds like a rip-off.
“They’re my two favourite producers so naturally
some familiarities will
sneak in but I hope people
don’t think I’m biting the
sound or whatever.”
With tunes like driving
lead
track
Konerak
through to the cinematic
stylings of Samson, the 34
EP shows Sega Bodega is
no one-trick pony.
It is out Monday through
the Week Of Wonders
label. He appears at the
Berkeley Suite in Glasgow
next Friday before heading
south the next day to play
Bugged Out! in London
with Tiga & Randomer.
MORE: soundcloud.com/
segabodega
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REMEMBER when LEGO
made, erm, LEGO blocks?
You and a faithful sidekick must defend Makuhero
City from waves of enemies
– shuffling brains to mega-villains.
With each passing level,
the ante is upped and the
threat greater. But, as is
common, the game’s potential is restricted by in-app
purchases.
In fairness, the full-whack
in-app purchase is £1.49 –
not unreasonable for a
game as addictive and timeconsuming as this.

od movie. The gameplay is solid
and a combination of firepower
and special powers known as vigors, let you tear through enemies.
Bosses can be tougher customers,
though.
Swinging from overhead rails lets
you attack your opponents from
three dimensions, while laying
traps, controlling robot gun turrets,
and even pulling objects from other
dimensions mixes up the combat.
Upgrading your stats, weapons
and vigors all help you customise
your playing experience.
Hardened gamers will find the
gameplay a little on the easy side
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and veterans would be better selecting the game’s hard mode.
If you’re looking for an openworld adventure, you’ll be disappointed. Apart from a few side
missions, BioShock Infinite feels
like it’s on rails. While the gameplay is very good, the plot makes
it one of the year’s AAA titles.
This is a powerful, story-driven
game which isn’t ashamed of forcing players to think. This isn’t a
game you can pick up and play
for a few minutes.
But if this is the future of gaming, then we’ve got a lot to look
forward to.

WIN a copy of BioShock Infinite on Xbox
and a 40in Samsung 6 Series 3D HD TV
prize package worth around £1,000.
Simply tweet us a pic of this page, with
your Twitter handle written across it, to
us on Twitter @SunGamesColumn. The
winner, picked at random, will be
announced on Tuesday, April 2.

IT’S like Great Yarmouth all over
again – a chance for redemption
after somehow losing to your little
sister all those years ago.
This is a virtual recreation of
those huge holiday tussles against
parents, siblings or mates.
You will need to connect your
Facebook account but it’s worth it.
It has easy touch controls, fun
arcade style elements and plenty
of randoms to play online for practice.

NOT the most enticing title, ETD
combines the popular zombie
apocalypse genre with driving.
You start with a scrapped car,
earning money by taking out
zombies as you free-wheel
towards them. With your cash
you can then buy fuel, parts and
weapons.
Once your car is fully pimped,
you can upgrade to other rides.
Some of the zombie take-outs
are spectacular – and gruesome.

EARN TO DIE
iOS (69p)
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LAST time around, it was the
game that stole Call Of Duty’s
first-person shooter crown.
Two years ago, Battlefield 3
appeared – a slick, considered
title that emphasised the flaws
in COD’s armoury.
So fans of the EA titan will
be hoping for the same when
the fourth drops this autumn.
Battlefield 4 was announced
in Stockholm this week with a
17-minute gameplay trailer.
The key reveal was another
step away from the tight, corridor-style favoured by their

BATTLEFIELD 4

Expected release: autumn

rival. Instead, Battlefield’s
single-player campaign will
feel more like a multiplayer
map, with space to embrace.
It’s not quite an open-world
set-up – as set-pieces are
essential to retain some storyline – but it’s an exciting step.
The game will use the Frostbite 3 engine, while Michael K
Williams, better known as The
Wire’s Omar, is part of the
cast.

PETTING ZOO

TRIPTEASE

DUBBLER

STAR WARS PINBALL

YOUTUBE

INTERACT with hand-drawn
cartoon animals with swipes and
taps on the screen to make them
move in front of your eyes. It’s
the brainchild of author and
illustrator Christoph Niemann.

THIS is like a posh TripAdvisor
with much better photos. It’s
great if you are looking for hidden
gems. You can share your experiences and invite people to follow
you for future reviews.

RECORD and share voice
messages with your pals – and
follow celebs such as Paris
Hilton. You can also add commentaries to pictures, which is a
neat idea.

FEEL the Force time as two cults
collide. The great graphics and
realistic gameplay really works
well on the Nexus7. You get one
table, others are in-app buys,
which has annoyed some.

YOUTUBE have created a
bespoke, top-notch version. It’s a
scrolling, easy-to-surf gallery of
clips. You get a front page of the
hottest vids, then loads of
sub-sections to view on your TV.

£1.49 for iOS

iOS, (free)

Free for all

Android (£1.32)

PS3 (free)
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